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TEST_ OF FOi.!_ _TI'T ,'_ T .......I _L_-S_A_ PROP_.LLLR_ TO DETER},(I}_

Y[{E EFFECT 09" TRAILi}[&-EDCE EXTEb,.'SiONS ON

Bj Jul'.an D. _,[a)'na,",_ and AlOo_.t J. Evans

iT_[_.:A_gy

_'_sts._,cf __o]_r, ]0-font.. . dla:'..]etc.r,two-blade propellers
have been _.-ra_e.in t'_:_ !angley 16-fo,ot h!Jl-speed t'.mnel to

........ _.,_._-_d_m ext_sions on pro-
Leller _,_..a_.nm_.zc_-- .... " -',_,arac_ez:ist.f.cs' _ . Two of the prono].l_.._-_
had 20-pe_ce--,t ..... +_'_'_" _ wi _ _;" ..... "- _ _nd
the otb,:,r w__th _ s_-'_ _>, _-t

.....o_., )p9 of s.<fiunsion. Another pro-
_,e.._!cz had _ % - _,_,_ oxter.sion of th_ straight type,

and tha ch:_.r_c_;ez,ist!cs of hhcs_ p_'opeilers ar_ compaz.ed

'<ifih the characteristics o.I'a prcpelier with no trailing-

__o:_ _,,_,_,,ion. This F.rope!ler with no nra_!ing-edgo'"
cxtonsie_, whLc]_ :',:asused 8s a basis of cn:upa,-%son_ Led
i6-s_,_J.es b]ade s_ctiens and was similar to t_e

NACA desir<n -0-p___-O3R exccpfi r_he oasic design ]ift
_'_'cle_d: was cha_ge_ fron _ 0. 9 to 0. 5 . The _fSecb of

v_-- :_._..... _ngles. of ,_-:_--r._.ion_,...,,,_.:.- on prc,.o_ller cl:ar_cteristics

wss net inve, sticat_d,,., h._t a ca_cu!a_£on of th._ _b.eo._tical

prestige distriL_,.tim_,_, ind,.cat,s that thc extension should

be designed to prew.gnt ,.],_,.m"-,_-red'act!on :in critical speed of
t_,,_-blade oectlons .... t]_e @esi6n condition.

..he Drop_i_er_ were test_d cn .'.i_:00_-horsef.,ower

d_.a_o..,:_o_, at, Lz.ade angl_s of 2C °, 25 °, x,0°, _,5o, ),0o,
]_-5°, 50o , and 55 ° at the Uhree-T,,art¢_r_ rc.alus, A con-

starer rotational speed was us'_d for each test, _:d t_-¢

tu_mel airspeed v,as vari,._d from 60 to 460 miles per hour.
The z,esa]ts ar_ reoresent;_.tive of f_il-scale constant-

so,aed propell_r ooe:-,ct!on,, st helical tip '_'_,._.chm:_.Oars
bclow t_ cr,itieal.
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The use of an extended trailing edge on a propeller
blade _.as found to be a very effective means of increasing
the p._wer absorbed by the propeller _ith little loss in

_ _ _ ._T_t_i_'n__ed_e extensions of 20elficlency. Stra.-gh_-, _ ...... _ _"
and 4'0 percent (angle _" extension -- 6.5 ° at the
0. 7 ra@lus) increased the power coefficient for maximum
efficiency an amount almost equal to the percent extension
at an advance ratio of 1.0. At values of advance ratio
greater than 1.0 the increase in power coefficient becomes
sma!lar; and at values less than 1.0, or in the take-off
range, the Fercent increase in power coef:±clenb is
greater than the percent extension.

A 20-perc._nt ca_Joered type of extension increased
the power coefficient for maximtum efficiency considerably
more than a 20-percent straight type of extension over
the ..... e of advance ratio from 1.0 to 2.5. However, the

_7 with the 20-percent camlbered type of extension
prope__er _t_ient than the propellerwas from 1 to 3 percent le_gs _.....
wi_h tLe 20-percent straizilt type of extension over this
range of advanc _ _ _ •

Based on equal power absorption and constant rota-
tional speed, the eff-_cienc_ _ of the propellers with

t_e same or oGrhaos_7_,_ ,_e extensions was about _tra_ _--_-_.---o
ureatcr than tn_ efficiency of the oropeller withouo an
ext,3nsion for a cruising or a high-sp_ed condition of

operation at a high power coefficient.

I_RODUCT ION

The advantages of hollow-steel construction for pro-

poller blades are becoming generally recogn!zed, and the

present brend toward that type of construction is definite.
Because the cost of tooling for a hollow-steel blade

design is very grea_, a considerable saving of both engi-
neering t_e and manufactT_in,'3 cost can be effected if

the aerodynamic design of propellers with hollow-steel
blades can be made more flexible by the use of _xt_nded

trailing edges. Design flexibility can be obtained in
two respects: first, the extended trailing edges provide
a direct means for increasing propeller solidity and

therefore ability to utilize engine power; and second,

the angular deflection of the oxtenslons can be varied

along the blade with the result that the effective pitch
distribution may be made an optimum for any desired
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operating condition. By the addition of extended trailing
edges to an existing blade design, only one se'c of manu-

facturing tools is necessary to produce propellers which

can be .made to meet a great variety of design operating
conditlons.

A t_,e ^t!_ or_ csl analysis has been made in reference i

which shov:'s that ths _,dd_t!on_ " of a t_.ailing-edge extension

changes the section sirfoll chaz.ac_e.z.'lstics by an amount
dependent upon the length and angle of entension. The

analysis presents a method of evaluating these chanzes in
a_r._o.l charact_rlstics, a_d the method of reference I is

apol!ed in reference 2 to the c_Icu.[ation of Drop,_l__er
characterist_c_ Also, in _ _" ,......• _fe. en_e 2 the e_ect_" of

varving the angle of extension along the propeller radius

to shift mere of the load toward the tip was _n_es,_igsted._"

The tests prese_;t:,d here were made at the request of
the _ir Technical Service Com:_ar.d of the Army Air Forces

to dete:_mine e_:perimentaily the effect of tra.iling-edge
extensions on the serod_jq_amlc characteristics of four,
full-sea!e, two-blade propellers. The blades differed in

the amount of trailing-od.ge extension and also in the type

of extended strip. Rotational speeds of I_.300, 1300,
and i000 rpm were used at airspeed_ ranging _rcm 60

to _60 miles per hour, and the resulting range of advance

ratio was representative of convent__onai propeller
operat ion.

APPARATUS

P_?_o2eller dynamometer.- A 2000-horsepower propeller

dy-_o:aeter, still in the development stag_, was used to

test the propellers in the Langley 16-foot hlgh-speed

t_nel. The dynamometer is powered bj two 1000-horsepower

electric motors a_,ran_ed in tar_d_3:_and coupled together
for the present tests so that the power cf both motors

coul_ be expended through a s.inglc propeller. A variable-

freque1_.c7 pow_er supply affords an acc_._rate speed control

from 500 to 2100 rpm with a permissible overspeed of
2250 rpm The -_

• . mo_.rs are supported in a housing in such
a _ay that their casings are Ires to rotate and also free
to move axially with their shafts. The axial and rota-

tional movement is rest-aimed by pneumatic pressure

capsu!cs which m_asure thrust and torque. Thrush pres-

sure is indies ted as thrust force by moans of pneumatic
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Emer_ scales, and torq_ pressure as torque by means of
llqu_.d manometers. The d_namolaeter _s calibrated with
the propeller shaft rotating by applying known thrusts
and torques and noting the co_respondlng readings on the
thrust sca]es and torque manometers. Both measurements
give straight-llne calibrations. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the dynamometer is given in reference 3. Fig-
_zres 1 and 2 are photographs of the d_nar_ometer mounted
in the te_t section of the tunnel, and figure 3 is a
sketch showing principal dimensions of' the fairing and
spinner. The shape of the spinner and forebody is such
as to produce almost uniform axial flow at free-streeau
velocity in the plane of the propeller. Pressul_e ori-
fices are locatGd radially between the stationary fairing
and the propeller spir_uer to afford a correction for any
change in spinner-fa-_ring juncture press_n_e due to the
propeller operation.

Propeller blades.- The tt_o-bla de Curtlss propellers

tested were l0 feet in diameter and will be designated

in this report by their Curtiss design numbers, 109374,

109_76, 109378 , and 109376-modified" The blade-form
curves for these designs are shown in figure _, and

fig_me 5 shows the blade section and theoretical pres-
sure @istribution at the 0.7 radius for each design.

The theoretical pressure distributions were computed for
a lift coefficieDt of 0.5 by the method described in

reference 4. The angle of attack (shown in fig. 5)

corresponding to this _ift coefficient is different for
each blade design and gi_es some indication of changes

in airfoil characteristics caused by the trailing-edge

extension. The effect of the angle of extension and

length of ext.onslon on the characte _:_istics of a propeller
blade section al'e discusse@ in references 1 and 2. Fig-

urc 5 shows that no serious pressure peaks are indicated
for the four propeller designs tested. Photographs of

the blades are shown in figures 6 be 13, inclusive.

Propeller !0937!-'_with no trailing-edge extension
was used as a basis of comparison. The blades of this

propeller hsv¢ the same plan form, bbickness distribution,
and shank design as _$ACA blade design 10-368-03R except

th_ basic design lift coefficient has been changed

from 0.3 to 0.5. _e digits of the _$ACA blade design
ntumbGr have the followin_ significance: the first two

digits r_oresent the propeller diameter in lest, the
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third digit is ten times the basic design lift coeffi-

cient, the remaining digits In the second group are the

thickness ratio in percent st the 0. 7 radius, and the

digits In the third group represent tDe solidity per
blade at the 0.7 radius. The _ _e_ R indicates a_e i-

blade with a conventional round sha_. The NACA 16-series

blade sections were used and the propeller was designed to

have the "Gcldsteln" 1_tinimum inauc_d-en_rgy-loss loading

when operating at a blade angle of _g5° at the 0. 7 radius
and an arlvence ratio of 2.1.

Propeller 109376 is the sam6 as i09371 _ except a
trai!in_-eds_ strip on the blades increases the chords

to l_0 percent of the chords on th_ 10937_ blades. This

trailing-edge strip was formed around straight-line

extensions to the meen camber lines which were set up in
the fcllowing manner: on the layouts for the 109374 blade

sections strai@_ht lines were oassed through the mean
camber lines at 50 percent of-the basic chords and the

center of the _railing-edge radii, and these lines were

exterMed to inters_ct lin_s e_'ected perpendicular to the

chord lines at i_0 percent of the basic chords. Trailing-
edge radii of 0.01 inch were then drawn with _hcir centers

on these inte._sections. Through the centers of these

radii and tangent to the basic mean camber lines, straight
lines wore drav_n which are the extensions to the mean

ca_ber lines referred to above. From the trailing edge
of the oaslc blade section to the trailing edge of the
strip the __ro_iles are straight and were faired into the

basic profiles at the 90-percent-chord station. Thls was
the original design which was _*_a_er changed. Calculation

of the theoretical pressure distribution for the original
design (fig. 5) shovJed that to attain a lift coefficient
of 0. 5 it would be necessary for a section at the

• , r _0 7 radius to operatG _ an angle of attack of 2.26 °.

Tnzo increase _n angle of attack caused a pressure peak
at tb_e nose of the section with a consequent decrease in

critical spe_d. Fol. this reason the trailing-edge strip
was chansc_d by Incr_aslng the angle between the mean

camber llne extension and the basic chord line (which

varied from _°2 7, to _°0, as o_i_n_lly set up) by 3 °

for all sections along the radius, and by increasing the
trailing-edGe radius on the strip to 0.02 inch. For this

final design the an!_le _f attack at the O. 7 radius corre-

spondin_ S to a lift c_a:_ :icient of 0. 5 was 1._8 , aria theO " _ ° '_ O

theoretical pressure distribution showed a fairly uniform

lift load ove_ _ most of the section. The angle of exten-
sion, which is defi_ed as t_e acute angle between the
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extension and a straight line Joining the extremities of
the mean camber line of the original airfoil section
_cho_d line for this s_ction), was 6.5 ° at the 0.7 radius
for the final design. Only the final design (109376) was
manufactured and tested for this investigation.

Proo_l!er 109378 had chord lengths 120 percent of
the chords on the 109374 blades, the additiona± _u percen_
forming a cambered type of extension. The mean camber
lines for these wider sections were calculated and lald
out for a lift coefficient of 0.5. Then the thickness
d_strlbution which would be obtained op a blade with a
20-oercent trailing-edge extension set up like the
original 109376 design was lald around this mean camber
line. The a_gle of a_tack of a section a_ the 7.0 radius
corres_)onding to a lift coefficient of 0.5 was found to
be only 0.27° for this desi&ua. (See fig. 5.) This indi-
cates that the section airfoil characteristics for the
].09_7,8 blade are quite different from those of the basic
109574 blade whose section at the 0. 7 radius must operate
at i._5 ° _o attain bh_ design llft coefficient of 0.5.

ao,_s not representIt is realized that the 1093'_8 design _ _
a true trailing-edge extension in the usual sense,
although a blade of this _ype could be manufactured and
then its trailing edge cut off to give the required
solidity. The results of the tests on this blade are
presented mainly because of academic interest.

Propeller 109376-_odified was made by simply cutting
off the 40-percent tra_llng-edge extension on the
109376 blades to form a 20-percent extension. This gave
the 109576_n_odified b3ades the sa_meamount of trailing-
edge extension as the 109378 bla@es, and a comparison of
the t_:o designs with equal chord lengths could be made.
The a_le of extension of the 10957o-i_odified blade was
the sa_e as for the i09376 blade, and the angle of attack
of a section at the [).7 radius corresponding to a llft
coefficient of 0.5 _las approximately the same as for the
iC,93'76 blade. This is in agreement with _he analysis in
reference l, whore it was fotmd that the angle of exten-
sion necesssry to maintain the same design lift coeffi-
cient ss the bas__c airfoil was approximately the same
for both the 20- and the [_0-percer:t extensions.

The following table sum_marizes the distinguishing
features of the blade designs just described:
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Blade
dGsign

!]O.

!o9_7%

a!09376

(original)

1o9576

(__na ! _
I

_ zo9378

i 109} 76-
modified

I

Type of I Length of
CXtenS !O1_,

extensi°n ipercent chord

None

Straight

I Straight

Csmbered

Straight
I

4o

40

2O

2O

Anglo of
extension

at 0.7 radius

3.5

I --

at 0. 7 radius corre-

sponding to a CT of 0. 5

_ca!culated, ..... Ig. 5), _,_e_

(deg)

6.5

z.35

2.z6

1.z8

.27

! .22

O

k.n

O

aThis propcl!er was no_ _ _' , .

_aTIO._AL ADVISORY

C O_,_J#.iTTEEFOR AERONAL_I' IC$
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TESTS

Thrust, torque, and rotational sFeed werG measured
for e_ch of the four prooellers during tests at blade
_Te_ _ _no 2_o zO_ 7,_o !.0o _,_ 50 ° , and 55 ° at

the three-quarter (_;5-1neh) radius. A constant rota-

tlonal speed was used for each test, and a range of

advance ratio : was covered by changing the

tunnel airspeed, which was varied from about 60 to

_60 miles per hour. A i_otationsl speed of 1800 rpm was
used for t_sts at blade angles el 20 ° 25 °, 30 °, and 550;

1300 rpm for blade angl,es cf 40 ° , )¢5°', and 50o (one tGst
' O

was made of propeller i09374 at a blade angle of _0 and

1800 rpm); and !000 rpm for a blade angle of 55 °. At

the higbsr blade angles th'_ d_uTLamomcter would not deliver
sufficient torque be co_er the complete range of advance

ratio at the h_ghe_ • rotational speeds, and for this
reason the lower rotational speeds _ere used for the

aign_r b!aoe angl_s. The sl _g.G t_st a_ a blade angle
of l!O° and 1300 rpm for propeller i0937_ was possible

becaus_ this frcpeller had no trailing-edge e0_tension and

absorbed less power than the otter propellers. Addi-
tionsl t_sts were made at a constant rotational speed of

i000 rpm for all blade angles in an attempt to obtain

pro_el!er characteristics in the range of advance ratio
well belo_z that for peak efficiency. At this rotational

speed the dyooauometer could deliver _ufficieno torque to
obtain data at fair]8 low values of advance ratio. At

the higher rotational speeds the resultant tip speeds
obtained simulate actual flig_t conditions, and the

variation of air-stream _lach _nnnber with advance ratio

is repr_s_ntatlve of fu_i-scaie constant-speed propeller

operatlon.

REDUCTION OF DATA

The test results corrected for tunnel-:_all inter-

ference a_d spinner force are presented in the form of

the usual thrust and power coefficients and propeller

efficiency. The s_m_bols and definitions used throughout

this reoort are as follo,_s:

P pre_st_e difference bet_'een a point on the airfoil
surface and stable pressure in the undisturbed

stream, po_:ds per square foot
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q

_/q

d_amic pressure (l v2),_p,

pr¢ s s'_re coefficicnt

pounds per square foot

oJ

Lf_

alr-stream T'_

helical tip _,_ach number

V airspeed, feet p_:. second

n

D

n_opsller rotational speed, rps

propeller diameter, feet

J propeller advance ratio (V/'(nD)

p

A

CT

mass density of air, slugs pcr oubic foot

propeller thrust, pounds

thrust coefficient (T/pn2_)

Dower absorbed by the propeller, foot-potu]ds per
second

Cp

CL

pov,er coefficient (P/pn_D5)

Dropsller efrlcionc_v {J CT_

" \ cp,/

lift coefficient

(1

C s

x

h

_gl_ of aB_,ack, degrees

spe ed-powe.-.- coefficient (/_ __

MY pn2/

frection of prooeller tip_ r_d]us

blade angle, degrees

blade section maxim_n thic]:ness

b b_aa_ w_dth, chord
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Definition of pro__e__].ler thrust.- Propeller thrust,

as used in this report, is defined as the shaft tension

caused by the spinner to tip portion of the blades

rotating; in the air stre_u. The indicated propeller
tbrus4 has been corrected by the amo,nlt of the tare

thrust found in operating the dynamometer and spinner

without propeller blades at the same values of rotational

speed a_d airspeed as were used in the propeller tests.
A further correction was made for the fictitious thrust

due to the influence of the pressure field of the pro-

peller acting at the Jurctlu'e between the spinner and the

stationary fairing. The change in spinner thrust due to

a change in press_re at the spinner-fairing juncture
varied with propeller o_oeratimg conditions and was deter-

mined from presslu'e me surements in the juncture between

the propeller spinner and the fairing at the rear of the

propeller. Values of thrust coefficient were changed by
no more than 0.005 by this ccrrection to the spinner

thrust.

Correction for wind-tunnel-wall interference.- The

f!o_ past the propeller is ccnstrsined by She walls of
the tunnel, and the a_:ial velocity which occurs in front

of the propeller in the wind tuu_n_cl differs from that
whtch would occur in free air when the propeller is pro-

ducing the same thrust and torque at the same rate of
rotation as used in thG wind tunnel. A co=,rec_ion must

be app]ied to the ttuunel datum ve3ocity to obtain the
corresponding free-sCream airspeed. G!auert, in refer-

ence 5, has made an analysis in which he shows this cor-
rection to be a function of the ratio of propeller thrust

to d_,amic pressure, or ra_;io of thrust coelf_cient to
nominal advance ratio. This correction, w_ich was used

for the data obtained in these tests, smo_nlted 5o less

than _ percent for most of the data and to less than

i percent fcr data in the region of peak efficiency.

RESULTS A?_ DIS_U_SiON

Fair<_d curves of thrust coefficient, pcwer coeffi-

cient, and propeller e_ficiency olot_ed agains_ advanc.e

ratio are presented in figures i[I.throug_h 25 for the _our

propellers tested. Test points are shown on the figures

giving thrust and power coefficients. Several tests were

repeated during the test progrs_m and the results were
fo'_nd to a_ree within I percent. Comparative data in
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figm.es i_ through 25, therefore, are presented as
accurate to within 1 perce_t.

The results of the tests made at a constant rota-

tional speed of ]000 rpm were not consistent, especially
in the range of

aavance ratio for peak _fficiency. This
inaccuracy was due 5o a _uochanical difficulty with the

dyna_;_om_tcr and will be eliminated in fature propeller

tests. Only a portion of the data obtained at this lower

rotation_l speed is _resented in figures 26, 27, 28, and
29 to show the regior_ of stalled flutter for the four
Dropeiler_ tested _
- • • J._ flutter was detected oy sound and
occurred _:;hen the blades were ooerating in a stalled
c ondit ion.

Fig,u,e 50 is included to show the variation of air-

stream _ach m±mber _d helical tip _ach ;_umber with

advance ratio for the different rotational speeds used
in the tests.

The effect of rot_tion_l speed on propeller ch_r_c-

teristics .- A _-/i_er_ce in -6Ke slope of both the thrust-

and Power-coefficient curves at the different test rota-

tional! speeds is ,'_hown in figures 14 to ;75. This dif-

ference in slope m_y be ettributed to ,? chrnge in the

_irfo_il ch_rL_cteristics of the blode sections _Tith change

_n Reynolds m_ber or, more likely, Mach number; however,
the values of pe_!< effic:_ency were l.ittle _ffected _?t

M_ch numbers below the critical. Characteristic curves

of prowelle_ i0!_}7_!__t 1800 _nd 1300 tom and a b!_de

ens!e of 40 o ,_re comp,:red in figures I_, 15, and 16. In

the r,,-nge of adv;_nce r_t_o of the test ,rt the higher
rotatffon_! speed the helicc_l tip M_ch n_unber v_ried

f_eor:_0.94 to 1.0, and the loss in effic_'ency shown in

figure _o may be _,ttr._buted to compressibility effects.
The decrecse in the v_lue of a_dvence ratio for zero

thrust ,_nd po_¢er coefficients shown in the test at the

higher rotrtion_l speed is not resdily exp!sined. Drsg

v0riation _,lone cennot _,ccount for the effect, beceuse
drss curve vnri_'tion would tend to have the opposite
effects on thrust- r,n@ power-coefficient values. A

vsriction of Zhe nn_zle for zero lift of the bl,7de sections

or perh_•ps some Reynolds number ef_,ct, is indic,_ted.

To illustrste the effect of M_ch number on the sir-

fo_l chrr<_cte_-.istJ.cs of the 109374 propeller, Lock, s
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simplified inverse method for calculating airfoil charac-
teristics from propeller data (reference 6) was used to
determine the var_atior, of lift coefficient with angle
of attack for two rotational speeds used in the tests.
Figure 51 shows that the slope of the llft curve increases
_'_ith an increase in rotational speed, and the trend of
the data shown compares favorably with airfoil data for
16-s_ries sections reported in reference 7. The lift
coefficient ctu_v_s shown in f!gure 31 are not presented

for use as airfoil data, but for purposes of' illustration

only. The varlatiou of h¢!ical tip Mach n u_.ber with

apgle of _Ltack is also smown in fig_.u_e 31 for the two

rotational spe _d_

_l_ effect of trailimg_q_d_ extensions on ::taximum

efficiency and_ power coefl..clent for maxiw.am _-_e_"_i_n_'.--_ - ,._.

A comparison of the envelope curves of propeller effi-
1_.,t_c 32 indicates that _he trailing-ciency shown in _'_ ....

edge extensions caused only small changes in propell_r

ef'fieier:cy. The !_.0-percent straight-type trailing-edge

e_:tension on propeller I J,j_. caused very little change

in efficiency over most of t_:_ _,an_e of advance ratio

except the lower values _,'hore the loss was about

_-- percent. Propeller I0q376 with th_ ori_{Ina! trailing-

edge extension cut to form a 20-percent extension

109_o-modifled) is about I p,_rcent mor_ offlcient over
pert of th_ rs_nge of advance ratio than proFel!er 109374
with no traillng-edge extension. This indicated increase

in _,,_f,.c_uncj" *_ _-, however, is wi_hln the exoerimental, error.

Prope.lier I09_7,$ with the 20-percent cambered _pe

trailing-edge extension is _i to 21-2 -__ percent less efficient

ove,r r.,'._cstof the_ ran_e., of advance ratic than pro-

poller 109_7].! with no traiiing-cdgs extension. This loss

in e_+_:_iency becomes ]ess as the advance r_tio increases

a._ _ s s:ao_',;ing the power coef-Also in figt_re 32 _,_ curve
f!cient for maximum _:fic±ency for _he four propellers

tested. .hose cvmves indicate that for a relatively

large inc_ease !m Oower coefficient due to the trailing-

edge extension there is only a sr,_all decr:_s.se in pro-
peller _fficiency, and perhaps an increas_ in efficiency

at the hi_her values of advance ratio fo__ the

109376-modified prope]!or. In figure 35 the increas_ in
'_" :_ximum efficlcncy caused by thepower coe._i_ent for r

20-percent straight-t_f;e trailing-edge extension
(109376-modified) is compared with the increase caused
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by the 20-percent cambered-type of extension (109578).

The cambered type of extension increased the power coef-
ficient for maximt_ efficiency considerably more than

the straight type of extension over the range of advance
ratio from 1.0 to 2. 5 . However, the propeller with the
20-percent cambered type of extension was from 1 to

3 percent less efficient than the propeller with tha

20-p_rcent straight type of extension over this range of
advance ratio. The difference in power absorption

qualities of the two o_:opel!ers with 20-percent trailing-
edge extensions may be attributed to the difference in
a_rfoi__ characteristics of t_e blade sections.

_igure 34 shows the effect of the amount of

trailing-edge extension on the increase in power coeffi-

cient for :_,_sc_:i.mumefficiency caused by the straight type
of extension on orooe!iers 109376 and -]o09376-mod_fied'.

The percent increase in power coefficient is almost equal
to the percent e_Ltension at an advance ratio of i.0. At

values of advance ratio greater than 1.0 the increase in

power coefficient becomes smaller; and at values less

than 1.0, or in the take-off range, the percent increase

in po_er coefficient is greater than the percenb extension.

Constant power propeller operation.- Figure 35 shows

a comparison of the pov._er coefficients for the four pro-
pellers test_,d. 2ecause the propellers ha-¢e widely dif-

ferent power absorption qualities, as shown in figure 55,
and because an airplane propeller often operates over an
extensive range of advance ratio at constant rotational

speed a_d torque, the data were az_a!yzed at several dif-

ferent values of constant power coefficient and constant

rotational s_eed. The results of th.l's analysis, presented
_6, provide a better co_parlson of the Gffect

of the trailing-edge extensions on efliciency. In the

range of ad_ ratio of the tests the trailing-edge

extensions csused only small changes in efficiency except
at high advar..ce reties and a very low value of constant

power coefficient. Foi,._ a cruising or high-speed condi-
tion of ooerat _ high oower coefficient (constant_ _.On at a

power coefficient of 0.2, constant rot_,tlonal speed of

1300 rpm, a_id ra__ge of aSvance ratio from 1. 7 to 2.8)

the efficiency of the prop_.].lers with trailing-edge

extensions was about the same or pc_rhaps greater than
the efficic_cy of th_ propeller without an e_te_:_sion.

Although the range of a_,vance ratio of th,_ tests is

limited, the trend of the data in figure 36 ind-_cates
tLat as the Dower coefficie_at increases the loss in
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effioiency caused by the trailing-edge extensions becomes
less; and a_ low values of advance ratio there will
perhaps be a gain in efficiency for nigh power ooeffi-

_ .os_ solidity has been increasedcients. A prop_l_._r v; _
by exteI_ding the trailing edge will perhaps be iaore _ffi-
cfiert for the take-off and climb condltlons of operation,
particularly for high power coefficients. This effect
of solidity is borne out by the t_osts reported in refer-
ence $. Based on equal power absorption and constant
rotational speed, proneller 109576-modlfisd with the
20-per_.ert straiy_t-t?Pe extension was more efficient

_ _ _ • _for a ,_ig_i-_peed cond_t_on of ooeratlon than pro-

°_ • i.poller i0957_. ,_iuh the 20-percent cambered-type extension,
or propeller i09376 with the _i0-percent straight-type

ext ens ±on.

Speed-power ceefficien_ charts.- Comparison of the

propellers on the besis of C s may be more practical

from the viewpoint of a designer because this coefficient

represents t?_e act_al deslgll co_d_tioiis of Dower, rota-

tional sp_ed, and airspeed, l_or this reason the design
charts in fi_tues j_,_° 3_,, 39, a:id 40 are included. Also,

the cor,iposite skeleton Cs chart in figure _I is pre-

sented to serve as an aid in the selection of a propeller

for a particular design comd._tion. In figure I$i the

envelopes of the efficiency curves w_re taken from

figu_ _es 37 to 40, inclusive, aiud comparison shows that the
order of iuer._t for the four propel]ere is the ssa_ie when

based on speed-po':.'er coefficien_ as when based on advance

ratio. The curves in figu_re 41 give the propeller effi-

ciency for a_y given s_t of @esign conditions, that is,

a._rspeed, engine power, propeller rotational speed, and

air density.

C 0NC _U_ I0 _

High-speed t_.u_uel tests of four, full-scale, two-

blad_ propellers to d_termine the effect of trailing-edge
extensions on propeller cerod}_arlic characteristics in a

range of helical tip _ach numbers below the critical lead

to the follov_ing conclusions"

i. Extension of the trailing edge of a propeller

blade greatly increases the power absorption qualities
v,it_ little loss in c]_fici_ncyof the propeller " _
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2. A 20-percent cambered type of extension increased

the power coefficient for maximum efficiency considerably
more than a 20-percent straight type of extension over

the range of advance ratio from 1.0 to 2. 5 . However, the
propeller with the 20-percent carabered type of extension

was from. 1 to 3 percent less efficient than the propeller
with the 20-percent straight type of extension over this
fargo of advance ratio.

3. Straight-type trailing-edse extensions of 20 and
_0 percent tangle, of extension = b.5 ° at the. 0. 7 radius)

increased the powe_ _ coefficient for ma_imum efficiency
an a_!ou_t almost equal to the percent extension at an

advance ratio of 1.O. At values of advance ratio greater
than 1.0 the increase in power coefficient becomes

smaller; and at values less than 3.0, or in the take-off

range, the percent increase !n po,:_er coefficient is
greater than the percent extcnslon.

_. Based on equal power absorption and constant

rotational speed, the efficiency of the propellers with

trailing-edce ext_sions was about the same or perhaps

greater than the off lenlency of the propeller without an
extension for a cruisi_g or a h!_-speed condition of

operation at a hich power coefficient.

5. Based on equal power absorption and constant

rotstio_al speed, prope]ler 109376-modified with the
20-percent straight-type exnension was more efficient

fo_ _ a cr_ising or a high-speed condition of operation

than nropeller i09378 with the 20-pei_c_nt cambered-type

extension, or propeller i09376 with the _O-percent
straig]_t-typc extension.

Langley _,_emorial aeronautica.,_'_ I Laboratory

National Advisory ConzL1ittee for Aeronautics

Langley _.i,_id, Va.
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Figure 1.-
Propeller dynamometer in test section, blades with no trailing-edge extension,

tunnel open.
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Figure 2.- Propeller dynamometer in test section, 40-percent trailing-
edge extension blades.
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COMMITTEE FOIl AERONAUTICS.
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Figure 5.--Blode section ond theoreticol pressure distribution

of the O.F rodius for each propeller design.
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Figure 6.- Propeller blades 109374 (no trailing-edge extension) -

thrust face (lower surface).
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Figure 7.- Propeller blades 109374 (no trailing-edge extension) -
cambered face (upper surface).
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Figure 8.- Propeller blades 109376 (40-percent trailing-edge

extension) - thrust face (lower surface).
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Figure 9o- Propeller blades 109376 (40-percent trailing-edge

extension) - cambered face (upper surface).
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Figure I0.- Propeller blades 109378 (20-percent trailing-edge
extension) - thrust face (lower surface).
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Figure 11.- Propeller blades 109378 (20-percent trailing-edge

extension) - cambered face (upper surface).
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Figure 12.- Propeller blades 109376-modified (original 40-percent

trailing-edge extension cut to form a 20-percent extension) -
thrust face (lower surface).
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Figure 13.- Propeller blades 109376-modified (original 40-percent

trailing-edge extension cut to form a 20-percent extension) -
cambered face (upper surface).
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F/gore 21 .--Varlet/on of power coeff/c/ent w/th advance rot/o, propel/er /09378, 20 percent tro///ng edge
extension.
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Figure 25.--Vat/orion of propeller efficiencywith advance ratio,propeller 109,_76-mod/fied,original trailingedge

extension cut to form a 20percent extension.
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Figure 26.--Propeller characteristics in the region of stalled flutter for

propeller 109374, no trailing edge extension, constant
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Figure 27 .mPropeller characteristics in the region of stalled flutter for

propeller 109376_ 40percent trailing edge extension, consf_4
rotational speed I000 rpm.
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propeller 10937"8, 20percent trolling edge extension,constont

rofotionol speed IO00rpm.
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Figure 35 .--A compor/son of the power coefficients for the four propellers tested.
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